The cornerstone of nodal spectral-element methods is the co-location of the interpolation and integration points, yielding a diagonal mass matrix that is efficient for time-integration. On quadrilateral elements, Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto points are both good interpolation and integration points; on triangles, analogous points have not yet been found. In this paper, a promising set of points for the triangle that were only available for polynomial degree N ≤ 5 are used. However, the derivation of these points is generalized to obtain degree N ≤ 7 points, which are referred to as cubature points because their selection is based on their integration accuracy. The diagonal-mass-matrix (DMM) triangular-spectral-element (TSE) method based on these points can be used for any set of equations and any type of domain. Because these cubature points integrate up to order 2N along the element boundaries and yield a diagonal mass matrix, they allow the triangular spectral elements to compete with quadrilateral spectral elements in terms of both accuracy and efficiency, while offering more geometric flexibility in the choice of grids. It is shown how to implement this DMM TSE for a variety of applications involving elliptic and hyperbolic equations on different domains. The DMM TSE method yields comparable accuracy to the exact integration (non-DMM) TSE method, while being far more efficient for time-dependent problems.
Introduction
Finite-element methods were initially applied to self-adjoint operators (e.g., elliptic equations), but eventually found widespread use in non-self-adjoint operators such as those arising from hyperbolic equations. For many applications, especially those having smooth solutions (i.e., infinitely differentiable), it is far more efficient to use high-order instead of low-order methods. On quadrilateral elements, highorder accuracy is obtained by using the nodal polynomial basis generated from a tensor product of the F. X. Giraldo (B) Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943, USA e-mail: giraldo@nrlmry.navy.mil M. A. Taylor Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM 87185, USA Legendre-Gauss-Lobatto (LGL) points; these points have both good polynomial interpolation and integration (cubature) properties. This approach was introduced by Patera [1] and dubbed the spectral element method.
The importance of the LGL set to the diagonal-mass-matrix spectral-element method (DMM SE) cannot be understated. In the square, a (N + 1) × (N + 1) tensor product of LGL points has a near-optimal Lebesgue constant for the polynomial space Q N = span{ξ n η m , m, n ≤ N}. This small Lebesgue constant means the LGL points generate a well-conditioned nodal basis for Q N . By nodal basis, we mean the Lagrange interpolating polynomials associated with the LGL points; these basis functions are also known as cardinal functions. This nodal basis naturally separates into vertex, edge and interior modes, and can be used in a standard h − p finite-element method [2] . In addition, the LGL points interpolating Q N have a quadrature formula (cubature in more than one dimension) which will exactly integrate all polynomials in Q 2N−1 . The inner products that appear in the mass matrix of such a formulation will be polynomials of up to degree 2N. Thus, a high-quality approximation of these inner products (although not exact) can be obtained by evaluating the integrals using the LGL cubature. Combining this cubature approximation with a nodal basis yields an accurate method with a diagonal mass matrix.
Unfortunately, points analogous to the LGL points do not appear to exist for the triangle. Thus, spectral-element methods in triangles have focused on two different approaches. In the first approach, a more traditional basis of vertex, edge and interior modes is used to construct C 0 test functions, and cubature formulas for the triangle are used to exactly evaluate the resultant inner products (see [3] ); this approach results in a modal triangular spectral-element method. In the second approach, a nodal basis is constructed using nodal sets in the triangle with a small Lebesgue constant. These points must be found numerically (see [4, 5] ). They can then be coupled with exact cubature formulas, resulting in a nodal space approximation where two different sets of points are used for interpolation (Fekete points) and integration (Gauss points) [6, 7] ); this approach results in a nodal triangular spectral-element method. Both the modal and nodal highorder triangular finite-element approaches yield exponential (or spectral) convergence, and for this reason are known as either spectral elements or spectral/hp elements. The difficulty that these methods face is that they both require the inversion of a sparse global mass matrix because the interpolation and integration points are not co-located as in the quadrilateral case. Thus, these two triangle-based approaches cannot compete in terms of efficiency with quadrilateral-based spectral elements.
For this reason, attempts have been made to construct triangular-spectral-element (TSE) methods with diagonal mass matrices (DMM) [8, 9, 10] . The reason for developing triangular high-order methods is that the triangle (2-simplex) is much more geometrically flexible than quadrilaterals for constructing grids, especially for complex domains. In the past, to make triangular finite-element methods more efficient, mass lumping had been used which, as pointed out by Cohen et al. [8] , is related to seeking co-located interpolation and integration points. However, such points for the triangle are not easy to derive. Cohen et al. [11] obtained points for degree N = 2 and N = 3 in the triangle by enriching the polynomial space with additional interior modes that vanish at the edges and vertices of the elements and increase the cubature accuracy. Following similar ideas, Mulder [12] obtained points of degree N = 4 and N = 5. Because these points are constructed with integration accuracy in mind, we refer to them as cubature points. We will generalize the approach for deriving these cubature points to rederive the sets N = 1, ..., 5, and also derive two new sets N = 6 and N = 7, keeping in mind that higher-degree sets can be achieved with this approach. The main goal of this paper, however, is to show how to build numerical models for various partial differential equations using these cubature points.
Section 2 describes the discretization of the governing equations. This section includes a description of the construction of the cubature points, Lagrange cardinal functions, and Vandermonde matrix required for the construction of the spatial filter. The construction of a quality filter appears to be the key to the successful implementation of the cubature points. In Sect. 3, we present convergence rates for the DMM TSE method and compare it with the non-DMM TSE developed in [7] . This then leads to certain conclusions about the feasibility of this approach for possible use in various applications.
